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Unlimited Creation 

Remark: 

Cutting conditions: 

Features: 

Blade 

PA CK AG IN G  

4. Apply design,  

remove tape, done! 

3. Apply tape 

2. Weed design 

1. Cut right reading 

application instructions 

low/ 
medium 

Silicone paper Viscose 
�ock �bers 

Dainel AC-R is a self-adhesive �ock �lm. It can be used to create self-adhesive motifs or wall decorations with an 

incomparable surface.  

Flock surfaces are re�ection-free and are known for their soft, pleasant surface. 

Store in a cool and dry place; protect against the influence of light when stored. We recommend not to exceed a storage period of 12 months. The technical specifications rest on 

extensive tests and technical research. Due to the variety of possible influences during refinement, and use, the specifications should be viewed as reference values. We recommend a 

suitability test on the original material. A legally binding warranty of specific characteristics cannot be derived from our specifications. 

after 20min, stainless steel 

Recommended transfer tape: FlockTape  

Connected designs can also be transferred without tape. Dainel AC-R has a 
medium tac and can be removed from most surfaces within 6 months 
without residue. 

450µ 

30 - 40 cm/s 
45 - 60° 

50 cm  10 m  

Dainel AC-R  

6,5 - 10,6 N/cm
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Dune 02 Tomate 16 

Forest 125 Iris 127 Navy 151 

Bordeaux 12 

Charbon 14 

White (Fiberstic) 

Store in a cool and dry place; protect against the influence of light when stored. We recommend not to exceed a storage period of 12 months. The technical specifications rest on 

extensive tests and technical research. Due to the variety of possible influences during refinement, and use, the specifications should be viewed as reference values. We recommend a 

suitability test on the original material. A legally binding warranty of specific characteristics cannot be derived from our specifications. 

available Colors 

Additional 35 colours from the Dainel series from a minimum order of 20 rolls. 

Dainel AC-R  


